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ELCOME TO THE CENTER FOR WRITING’S FIRST-EVER
ALUMNI NEWSLETTER, which we hope will inspire you
to visit our new alumni pages on the Center for Writing’s

website (writing.umn.edu/alums). We have long appreciated how much
our past colleagues have contributed to our mission, so, in this era of
social networking, we want to learn more about what you are doing now
and how your work with us has influenced—or continued in—your lives
beyond the Center. We invited six alums (some of whom we hope you
remember) to respond to our new “11 Questions for Alumni” survey
and were delighted to hear about the exciting things they have been
doing. Below, we’ve shared highlights from their stories, and you can
read their complete responses on the new alumni web page. On that page, you’ll have an opportunity to share with us your responses
to the survey, helping us to create a virtual community of Center for Writing friends and alums.
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s we reflect on the past and look forward to the future,
we know the Center for Writing’s greatest strength is the
people who have worked here. We thank those of you

who have given to our new Foundation account (writing.umn.edu/
home/giving.html) and ask that you consider us in your year-end
giving this year. Such gifts strengthen our support for student writers
and excellent writing instruction and send a strong message about
the importance of writing at the University and throughout the state
of Minnesota.
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